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Try out the Conceptboard by
introducing yourself:

My name is Daria My name is...Uwe My name is Dragos Hamza My name is CarlMy name is Saurav

I participate because I love
AI

My key skill is Innovation
Management

Last thing I learned/read
was a book about SCRUM

I hope that at the end of
this event we will have an

amazing practical
prototype!

I participate because..I
want to ensure that our

solution is scalable to the
max

My key skill is..all kind of IT
things, preferrably number

crunching

Last thing I learned/read
was...my kids homework

I hope that at the end of
this event..we have made
new friends and have a

good proof of concept for
what we want to do

I participate because I
worked on the solution

My key skill is IT

Last thing I learned/read
was FHIR IG

I hope that at the end of
this event more people will

be insured...

I participate because I like
the group of people here.

My key skill is openIMIS

Last thing I learned/read
was Corona News

I hope that at the end of
this event, we solve our

challenge

I think that open IMIS is
interesting to be connected

to other DH solutions

Software dev. Software
Architecture and data

analytics

SORMAS

to learn more about open
IMIS.

I participate because I am
interested in replicable

software solutions

My key skill is inserting cat
memes uselessly in global

health informatics

Last thing I learned/read
was "There is no anti-

memetics division"

I hope that at the end of
this event we will have a

good approach to take the
AI claim adjudication as a

service that can be
integrated more broadly.

 (We should do this an IG @
Dragos)

Data protection notice

Please pay attention carefully that

you don't share personal, company,

customer or project data with

increased security requirements or

other data in the category "special

protection requirements" during the

Ideathon. 

You can also find more

Conceptboard-specific data

protection information here:

 https://conceptboard.com/privacy/

Your tool
box

Take additional
boards from here:

Just do
it!

Example

Which IG?

Carl Leitner
4/14/21 1:13 PM

CL

1. Long-term goal

2. Negativity
session: what

could go wrong?
 4. Expert interviews

Who - Dragos
When - Firday 16:00

Berlin time
Team -?

Questions - ?

Who -
Fraunhofer

When -?
Team - ?

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

5. Notes from the interviews

Write or
copy notes

here

Write or
copy notes

here

Write or
copy notes

here

Write or
copy notes

here

Write or copy notes here

Write or
copy notes

here

3. Mapping the User Journey

Our user
needs...

Our  user
needs it

because..

Our user
doesn't have it
yet because..

Our user can
get it if...

Our user will
use it when/if..

Your Design Sprint Map - Please read the tools
descriptions in Joolia and contact your team members

via email to organize meetings whenever needed!

Will we be
able to..?

Will our
customers..?

Are we
capable of..?

Is it possible
to?..

Will we be
able to..?

Will our
customers..?

Are we
capable of..?

Is it possible
to?..

Facilitate the
adoption of the
AI modules in

LMIC to reduce
fraud and allow
more people to

be insured.

Develop IG that
describes claim

adjudication as a
service which is

adopted by SDO (e.g.
IHE) and implemented

by openIMIS

Understand how the AI
module in OpenIMIS works

and its ability to interoperate
with other systems.

Develop functional
model for cat health
insurance schemes
that can be adapted
for use in LMICs and
which prevents cats
from fraudulently
obtaining catnip

Have the openIMIS AI
Claim Adj module be
available for various
insurers to use easily

(even if not using
openIMIS)

Modular approach for
AI models for claim

adjudication are
supported.

Training data sets (e.g.
through Synthea) are
developed and made
available for various
AI/ML adjudication

models

Improve the
output of the AI
model to give

(more) feedback
to reviewers

Reduce the
need for high

number of
specialized

HR for claims
review

be able to use
insurance ai off

the shelf without
an army of data

scientists

outputs/decisions of
QA review step are

able to be extracted to
for further claim

training

Reduce the
implementation
phase of the AI

module.

supply chain
(meta)data and

standardized-ish
service codes

incorporated into ML
models

Assure generic
integration

through FHIR
standard.

Improve the output of the AI
model and provide feedback on
the output/decision, supporting

QA for further AI model re-
training

AI/ML models have a clear separation
between transactions data (e.g. claims

data) and metadata (product
information, services)

Summary: provide a
scalable ai product

which can sustainably
support insurance

providers in 
low ressource settings

with transparent and fair
risk coverage
management

Providing a scalable, reusable and
standards compliant AI-based Claim
adjudication product, separating the

transaction data and metadata,
supporting insurance services and

providing understandable feedback
on the output for decision to be

taken.

Will we be able to
support other

Insurance
Systems?

Will our
customers use
our solution?

Are we capable
of..?

Is it possible to?..

Will we be able to
generalize the

solution?

There are no
international
standardized
service codes

Will we be able
to be generic

enough?

Will our
customers

have
standardized

data for
training the

model?

Are we
capable of

scaling to large
(er)

implementatio
ns?

Is it possible
to have
generic
training
dataset?

Is it possbile at all
to have

configurable AI
without human
(data scientist)
supervision? Is it

legally/ethically/m
orally correct to
publish trained

models from one
country?

Will we be able to
generalize the

solution?

My name is Yulia

Digitalisation and open
source solutions are crucial
in the achievement of SDGs

My name is Nishant

I participate as I am using
AI

My key skill is Health
Systems and Insurance

My key skill is looking at a
problem from various

angles

Last thing I Read was 'The
Lost Pianos of Siberia'

Last thing I read was
biography of Steve Jobs

I hope that by end of this
we will be on the same
page on how tomuse AI

for Open IMIS

I hope to get inspiration
and insights into how to

apply these solutions in the
water sector

The Journey of a the Health Claim

.. we have a
product which

can be
implemented

fast in any
country

... they don't
have sufficient

adjudicated
claims for AI

training

... there are too
many

submitted
claims but

limited
reviewers

... to be helped
in claim

adjudication
process

hints at
potential

problems with
certain claims

... helped in
decision taking

... identify
possible fraud

Risk adjustable
acc. their data

... they
normally

operate in
resource

constrained
settings

insurance
scheme is

growing - but
not the claim
team (rates

differ)

easier to customize
than 

 https://openimis.atl
assian.net/wiki/spa

…

... data
scientists are

difficult to find

... thinks it is
too expensive

... we design it
as a global

good

... they can
make it run
and it works

to be able to use
openIMIS AI

module without
using openIMIS as
their core system

they use other
systems as MIS,

but need AI
claims

functionality

... have initial
manually

adjudicated
claims

such modules
aren't available

easily

Not enough
resources by

users

they use other
systems as MIS,

but need AI
claims

functionality

... they dont
know that it

exists

Costs and
availability of

software &
people

Costs and
availability of

software &
people

Approach should take the
country specifics into
account or be global?

... institutionally
anchored

there are
clearly

communicated
incentives/ben

efits.

User-friendly
product

Example:
Who - Klaus

When - Berlin
time, 15:00,

19.04
Questions - D1,

X2

Our challenge.

Please make sure to elaborate this
issue more!

Daria Albrecht
4/19/21 2:47 PMDA

This could be a great interview topic
for Fraunhofer, couldn't it? Make
sure to organize the interviews!

Daria Albrecht
4/19/21 2:48 PMDA

Make sure to demonstrate your
understanding of "user friendly" in
lightning demos!

Daria Albrecht
4/19/21 2:49 PMDA

This is the main goal, divided in 4
parts!

Daria Albrecht
4/19/21 2:49 PMDA

Fears and solutions: AI-based health claims
approvement acceptance

Fear Solution

Government

Fear Solution

Patient

Fear Solution

Insurance

Fear Solution

Hospital

1. When your life depends on money: how can we
prioritize health claims? Let's define the features!

Claim

pre-authorization
through the insurance

company

Patient gets
treatment

How do we create a prototype
which will be adaptive in any

country? How much data do we
need? Historical data to adapt the
prototype - better good data than

a lot of data. Life-long learning.
Reuse the information before -

especially the same data sets. All
same standards shoud be reused
like standard medical procedures;

common treatment costs (the
pricing structure)

Metrics for Public Sector to aprove
the AI? Savings in personell in %

and time for processing the
claims. (labour). Reimbursment

time. Amount of claims proceeded
per month (normalized data due

to pandemics). +++??? At least one
metrics per stakeholder

Diagnosis procedure which is not
reliable? - people-based procedure

Done early - cheap, done later -
becoming very expensive. There
are also complex systems not be

proceeded by AI (5%).

Prioritizing the claim is the main
part, but how? How about the size
(value of the claim?) Small claims

could be proceeded faster? +
origin (how fast the operation

should be done, how dangerous?)

How many claims can be
proceeded without humans? Is it a

benefit?

Rejection or no answer -what can
the patient do? Ask the doctor?

Are there alternative treatments
or options?

Speed of claims analysis benefits
all parties (Public Sector -

healthcare), patients - because
they get money back faster,

insurances - because they get their
info proceeded faster

Does anybody check if
the treatment has

been given, not just
claimed?

Abuse / fraud of claim
reimbursements by
hospitals / patients

not being reelected
because ppl are too

sick and too unhappy

Not able to justify expenses

Complex technical integration of our
solution into the insurance IT system -

API use?

Amount of the health claims proceeded
each month with AI compared with the
amound proceeded without AI; costs

saving on labour; patient surveys

Streamling of the
associated processes

through the AI

Malfunctioning of
healthcare system
due to procedural

errors

not be treated for
an obscure illness

Data privacy concern

Education about
underlying processes

Coverage of excess fees by
either insurance or NHS

Not to have the capacity to
review all claims.

Depend on a machine.

end up bankcrupt

Deal with sick population

Afraid of possible frauds/
errors

Afraid that setting up the model is taking
too long

Installment of reliable
compliance measuresFraud

spend way too
much money than

anticipated

Assurance of manual
review

Doctor explains
the treatment
and price; pre-
authorization Claim

What is the core of our model's
knowledge? Many claims are

sequential

What are the atributes of a
particular patient file and

condition and how can we access
them? Age, gender, avail./less

avail. treatment, costs, diagnosis
etc. How many countries can

provide us with these details? How
can we divide claims into difficult

and AI-open?

Claim

Price system of
an insurance

company will be
developed

Claim
Claim

Coming to the
hospital

The hospital
claims for
service (in
OpenIMIS),

claim center Claim

Rule engine
checks the
claims and

rejects/accepts

Different
insurances need

different rules
to be met?

Differenciation
of the

procedure need
(cosmetics etc.)

Claim Claim
Rejection Acceptance

Patient submits
the claim

Party which
submitted the
claim will be

informed

Claim

Appeal Manual review
(5% with flags)

Claim

AI review (100%)

Mistake Correct

Fixed
Approved and

paid for

How should it be flagged???
Which information do

people need?

% of "claims like this"
accepted by my company

(similar parameters)

Keep "sitting on the costs" while waiting
for expensive claims reimbursement

Clear and understandable procedures
for claims analysis + guaranteed delivery

time for decision on simple claims

Cost of health care system
is exceeding budgets

Afraid that new regulations will result in
very long analysis times

Which pathway could we use to make
our system more adaptive?

Understand why a claim
has been

accepted/rejected by AI

Intransparent decision making by
payor

Changing the review
guidelines will crash the AI

Amount of the health claims proceeded
each month with AI compared with the
amound proceeded without AI; costs

saving on labour; patient surveys

Amount of the health claims proceeded
each month with AI compared with the
amound proceeded without AI; reduced
times of analysis; less complains from

the hospitals about the speed

Speed of claims reimbursement;
automatic fast claims acceptance

Ease the validation and re-
training of AI

Simple technical solutions (available from
mobile phone, per app, response within

minutes etc.)

Bribes reduction in the healthcare
system through AI

Transparent processes
and auditing

Transparent processes
and auditing Data Privacy Policy

Need to be modelled before, how much
money can be spent per claim

Forecast for the insurance amounts per
year for insurance companies??

Which data do I want to
see if I see an accepted

claim?

Better training; manual review option;
better justification

It depends on the hospital - the model
works also without AI. There would be

training provided.

A simplified decision tree
map with the AI logics behind

the decision Links to the paragraphs in my
insurance policy or so related

to the claim

Real scanned documents (QR
code??) behind the claim

Information about the
person's authorization to
submit the claim (is the
person dead? does the

person exist? etc.)

6. AI vs. no AI

Large changes would require Data
Science experts, which poor
developing countries cannot

afford

AI: pros AI: cons

AI can proceed much more
claims/hour than the usual

healthcare worker

4. If I would be a health care
officer checking the claims
after AI, which information

would I need?

How should it be flagged???
Which information do

people need?

% of "claims like this"
accepted by my company

(similar parameters)

A simplified decision tree
map with the AI logics behind

the decision

Links to the paragraphs in my
insurance policy or so related

to the claim
Real scanned documents (QR

code??) behind the claim

Information about the
person's authorization to
submit the claim (is the
person dead? does the

person exist? etc.)

2. Which 10 claims (examples) should be
proceeded first (within minutes)?

5. Biased claims: Now we have AI with
the data produced by people. Which

factors could affect the negative
decisions (skin color? neighbourhood?)

3. How can we prevent fraud ?

Lack of finances

High
acceptability by

the public

Reduction of
human errors

Repeated
claim fort

drugs such as
morphines

Is the claim prioritization taking more time than
proceeding claims one after another? Is the

prioritization needed? Larger amounts first? Small
simple claims first? First in - first out?

Danger of not
knowing that
there is a bias

AI system that
does full decision
making (e.g.. This
is illegal in China)

Repeated
procedure at the
same day/month,

which is not a
usual check-up

procedure

First in first out

Low costs claims

Privacy and
security issues

Can counter
human bias

Automation as
an assisted tool

in decision
making

Unidentifiable
client

A large series of
services for one

patient not
related to the

sickness in terms
of time

Procedure
without clear

documentation
behind it

Atypical
Procedures

Unusual amount
of high-priced

procedures

Quickly deteriorating
conditionsAccidents

High amount of
hacking in the

country

Missing data and
historical data makes
the initialisation of an

AI system with
training data
impossible

Automation that
replaces jobs

Unexplainable
transactions

AI saves time

**Human
interaction at

different levelsAI does not exclude manual
processing but makes it more

efficient and faster. Therefore, an
AI solution is only one part of the

whole process.

Needs to be
checked
regularly

Financial loss of
unjustified

payments can
outweigh staff

cost for manual
adjudicators

AI regulation
policies in place

Efficiency

statistical
outliers per

treatment / drug

Danger
of Bias

Age-based
categorisation

for
diseases/claims,
illlness does not
correspond to
the age group

AI can also detect
corruption issues

early on in relation
to insurance claims.

Local expertise
available to
handle the

system?

Accountability
issues when
there is bias

Automated
Eligibility Check

Urgency

Specialized
Procedures

Standardized
Procedures

Emergency 
Procedures

effect on patient's ceiling
(ceiling limit close - high

priority)

Age and life
expectancy

Procedures which
need medicines to be
bought and delivered

eligibility check

value

Risk
Groups

value high - high
priority ... to
make sure

facilities get
money faster

type of insurance
coverage
(minimal,

premium etc)

Procedures
having higher
costs if done

later

review period
(how long has
the claim been

pending..)

type of health facility // small
facility - needs funds faster

for liquidity

checklist for
submitted

documentation

The title question doesn't seem to make sense in an insurance setting:
it's not about prioritizing, it's about fulfilling a contract.

Treatment / claim is compliant to
contracted services in that insurance

scheme

Education level
and literacy

Religion

Languages or
dialects

Cost

Allergies

Preconditions

Blood
Type

Age Gender

Number of
claims from the
same person,
health facility

and doctor

Disability

Household size?

Income

Hospital
attributes:
affiliation,

location, funders
...

First in - first out

Claims treaded
from small

health facilities

Private sector or
public sector
background

Neighbourh
ood

Is the requested material
usage in line with the

associated procedure? - how
much does a specific claim

usually cost?

Information on
previous

fraudulant
activities

Trust ranking of
the

doctor/hospital

Prios?

chronologically
first

straightforward
claims as per

agreed scheme

high value claims

Unemployed vs
Employed

Chronic
deaseases

Number of
children

Profession

Socioeconomic
status

Billing for non-
essential services

Billing for services
which have not
been provided

Billing for
duplicates

"Upcoding" - using
too high service

categories

Dividing one
service into many
to get higher pays

("unbundling")

How do we identify a
"suspicious activity"?

Predictive analysis of habits and
illnesses offers better preventive

medicine

Pre-approval Approval

value high - low
priority - to

ensure small
insurance

schemes don't
run out of

money

Coverage check

Treatment / claim is compliant to
contracted services in that insurance
scheme PLUS high cost treatment is

medically justifiable

Fairness and
equality in
processing
should be

established

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

Tips: 
1. Double-click [Participant
name] to add a name

2. Choose the number of
votes by removing or adding a
row

3. If the dots appear under an
element, right-click on it and
choose "Bring to front"

Commercial
Insurances: pay
the small claims
first and take the
large claimis to

court

Firs in - first out
as one of the
priority issues

repeated
procedures/clai

ms without clear
documentation
why it´s needed

I want to prepare the final
presentation in a team

meeting, guided by Daria

I want to prepare the final
presentation by myself

(distribute the tasks)

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

[Participant name]

Tips: 
1. Double-click [Participant
name] to add a name

2. Choose the number of
votes by removing or adding a
row

3. If the dots appear under an
element, right-click on it and
choose "Bring to front"

Is it in line with
the company's

standards?

Method of reverse
engineering if needed.

To understand
blueprints behind the
decision/ Going back

to the right data

The data that
was put into the

system

Doctors
Evaluation

of the claim

How doe we geive the
rights to use our system?
And how do people keep

them?

Skin color

Country-specific
illnesses, genes

etc.

Sorry, I don't have time for
the preparation of the

final presentation

Hamza

Laura

Jasmine Balthasar

Can be reduced trough the
reduction of the claim parameters

Daria Albrecht
4/28/21 3:51 PMDA

Who is the owner of the data??

Daria Albrecht
4/28/21 3:54 PMDA

Biases to be eliminated 
in the AI algorithms:

Government: exceeding costs,
fraud, bad reputation &

reelection problems

% of "claims like this" accepted
by my company (similar

parameters)

A simplified decision tree
map with the AI logics behind

the decision

Trust ranking of the
doctor/hospital

Number of claims from the
same person, health facility

and doctor
Is the requested material

usage in line with the
associated procedure? - How
much does a specific claim

usually cost?
Information about the

person's authorization to
submit the claim (is the
person alive? does the

person exist? etc.)

Links to the paragraphs in my
insurance policy or so related

to the claim

Atypical Procedures

Neighborhood

Hospital attributes

Country-specific
information:

- Past epidemics
&

- Genetic
predisposition

How can we prevent fraud

Transparency, auditing,
streaming & clear

communication on saved costs

Household
parameters

General
preconditions

and 
chronic diseases

 Costs:

high claim costs 
vs,

low claim costs

Unidentifiable client

Gender and Age

Minority groups

Patient: data privacy,
bankruptcy, dependence on
machine & obscure illness

Socioeconomic
status

Unexplainable transactions

How do I
check if this

AI works
correctly??

Algorithm..
Algorithm...
Algorithm...

Data privacy policy, clear
comms about process, speed

of claims, manual review

Hospital: takes too long, sitting
on costs, not transparent

decision-making, fraud

Insurance: lack of capacity to
review claims, high cost, fraud,

AI flexibility for change of
guidelines

Repeated claim fort drugs
such as morphines

Fears and solutions: AI-based health
claims approvement acceptance

Procedure without clear
documentation behind it

Statistical outliers per
treatment / drug

Unusual amount of high-
priced procedures

Validation & retraining AI,
reliable compliance measures,

forecast modelling

Clear procedures, set timelines,
provide training, adaptive

system, clear communication

A large series of services
for one patient not related
to the sickness in terms of

time

Information for human check
of AI decisions

Repeated procedure at the
same day/month, which is

not a usual check-up
procedure

Repeated
procedures/claims without
clear documentation why

it´s needed

Age-based
categorisation for
diseases/claims,

illlness which does
not correspond to

the age group

To increase acceptance:
- Systematic clear communication about saved cost/time/
improved transparency
- Provide training
- Adaptive & flexible AI design
- Forecasts / modeling of costs and fraud

Billing for
non-essential

services

Billing for
duplicates

Examples
of fraud

Prioritization of claims
through AI

How do we identify a
"suspicious activity"?

Which data should be used in the model?

AI in health claims processes: pros vs contras

Saving financials
resources which

become available
for other purposes

Availability of data for
other purposes like
disease and public

health analysis

General
improvement for the

healthcare system
leading to higher life

quality

Better health
services availability

for the general
public

AI does not substitute
people but will be

used as a tool

Decision process
simplification and

time saving
opportunities

Motivation for data
security and data

proceeding policies

Detecting
corruption issues

early on in
insurance claims

Emergency procedures

Procedures with long
medicine delivery time

Very expensive and complex +
very simple small first

Procedures with higher costs if
done later

Value and complexity

Size and financial capability of
the facility

Eligibility

Facilities with lower level of
financial resources first

Small simple procedures

High efficiency even in
critical times (no

resources
redistribution needed)

Small amounts of better data
are better than large amounts

of questionable data

Use only data essential to the
assessment to reduce biases

Pre-approval stage

Approval stage

Less is more

Consider using the
generalized information for

healthcare improvement

Standard data could be reused
between countries with

corrections (local pandemics
etc.)
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